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Introduction 

The purpose of this article is to provide an overview of the history of Archives and Manuscripts, 

describing its development as a professional journal, its concerns and its contribution to archival 

discourse in and beyond Australia. It begins with a summary of the origins and early years of the 

journal. It then considers the journal’s development in three major periods, from 1976 when it 

became the journal of the newly formed Australian Society of Archivists until 1990, the decade 

of the 1990s and the journal since 2001. Examples of major debates that occurred primarily or 

partly through the pages of Archives and Manuscripts are discussed and trends (or lack thereof) 

are identified. The article concludes with some speculations on the future of the journal as it 

enters the era of online publication.  

Beginnings 1955 to 1975 

The origins of Archives and Manuscripts are embedded in the story of the emergence of the 

archives profession in Australia. The Archives Section of the Library Association of Australia 

(LAA) was formed in 1955, some years after the matter of an independent voice for archivists 

and archives had first been raised.
1
 The first issue of Archives and Manuscripts appeared later in 

1955. The decision to start a journal was influenced by the American TR Schellenberg, who 

visited Australia in 1954 and galvanised local archival activity.
2
 Schellenberg may have played 

the role of catalyst, but there was strong local motivation to produce a journal. This pattern of 

related national motives and international inspirations for Archives & Manuscripts was to 

continue over the next few decades.  

 Archives and Manuscripts began as the organ of the Archives Section. The first issue stated 

that the Section’s aim was ‘to promote the preservation and study of Archives and Manuscripts. 
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Its main interest lies in the Australian field but it does not exclude consideration of Archives and 

Manuscripts in general.’ The Editors, Phyllis Mander Jones and Allan Horton, wrote that 

‘Archives and Manuscripts will fulfil a long-felt need in Australia’. They cautioned that its 

success would depend on contributions from members that would be ‘of interest to archivists, 

custodians of manuscripts, historians and other research workers’. Articles, notes of the Archives 

Section’s activities and news would be its content, with reviews foreshadowed for future issues.
3
  

 In and beyond its first decade Archives and Manuscripts performed a critical role as the 

channel of written communication for a small, widely spread and nascent profession.
4
 In the 

early days manuscripts and archives both featured strongly, as members reported on how they 

approached their work in the manuscript sections of state libraries and in government archives. 

Gerald Fischer was an early contributor whose interests were broad and scholarly. Ian Maclean 

wrote on ‘Trends in organising modern public records’ in 1956. Allan Horton’s ‘Techniques of 

an archives survey’ (August 1960) was effectively a primer for both archivists and manuscript 

librarians. Manuscript practice was covered to an extent not seen later. In retrospect this may not 

be so surprising, as the major government archival institutions were yet to emerge, and there 

were few other avenues for employment. 

 The earliest international contributions were in 1957 when TR Schellenberg’s ‘The 

arrangement of private papers’ was published in the same issue (volume 1, number 4), as FH 

Rogers ‘Recent archival activities in New Zealand’. It is worth remarking that these should be 

from such a significant figure in early Australian archival development and from New Zealand 

with whom Australia has shared so much of its archival history.
5
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 Reporting major news was an important role for Archives and Manuscripts in a time of 

expansion and change in the Australian archival landscape. The struggle to establish a separate 

identity for archivists was continuing. In November 1959, a review of an LAA report on archives 

and libraries argued that Australia, like other countries, deserved specialised archival institutions 

and staff.
6
  In 1961 the journal noted the birth of two new institutions, the Archives Office of 

NSW and the Commonwealth Archives Office, after the separation of the archives from the 

library in these two jurisdictions. Australian archivists were keenly interested in learning about 

what was happening overseas and there are several reports of study visits to Europe and North 

America. One prescient example is Margaret Medcalf’s report ‘Archivist or records keeper’ 

which expresses surprise at the distinction between the work (and status) of archivists and 

records managers in Germany, compared to more inclusive Australian practice.
7
  

 The familiar structure of Archives and Manuscripts over the decades, with some variations, 

appeared early on. Content was typically divided into Articles, Reviews, News Notes and 

Publication Notes. There were some variations on this, technical notes and articles on 

conservation being a feature until the late 1970s. Until the bi-monthly newsletter, the Bulletin, 

began publication in 1977, Archives and Manuscripts was the only avenue for reporting national 

archival news.  From 1977, the ASA usually published the proceedings of its biennial and  

from 1992 annual conferences. In some cases Archives and Manuscripts became the destination 

for conference papers by chance rather than policy.
8
  

 The critical event in the early history of the journal was the appointment of Robert (Bob) 

Sharman as Editor in 1960. Bob made it his objective to keep Archives and Manuscripts alive 

until it could be handed over to a professional association of archivists for archivists.
9
 He was to 
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hold the fort for fifteen years and he and others have testified that without him it may not have 

survived. By June 1973, Bob was increasingly despairing of the paucity of copy received for the 

journal and now working in a library himself. He appealed to Australian archivists to write for 

their journal and to take up the challenge of establishing their own association or to find another 

editor. Michael Saclier and others responded by forming a steering committee to guide the 

process towards an independent organisation for archivists.
10

 In the same year, the Canadian W 

Kaye Lamb visited Australia at the invitation of the Australian Government. The resulting Lamb 

Report on a National Archives System for Australia was significant, if ultimately not 

implemented by the Government which had commissioned it.
11

 The journal’s first special issue, 

on Papua New Guinea, was published in August 1975 to mark that country’s independence from 

Australia.
12

  

  was a watershed year, the the Australian Society of Archivists (ASA) was established, the 

Archives Section of the Library Association of Australia was dissolved and its journal Archives 

and Manuscripts was handed over to the new society in 1975. Bob Sharman had achieved his 

goal of stewarding the journal until an association of archivists was formed.
13

  

Expanding horizons 1976–1990 

Andrew Lemon was the new Editor and the first issue he edited included an appreciation of the 

contribution (thus far) of Bob Sharman to the archival profession and a major article on 

education for archivists by Peter Orlovich, lecturer in charge of the Diploma of Archives 

Administration at the University of New South Wales, the first university qualification offered in 

archives in Australia.
14

 Lemon later acknowledged his relative inexperience as both an archivist 
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and an editor, while at the same time emphasising the hopes he and his colleagues felt for the 

new ASA.
15

 

 In August 1978, ‘Archives and Administrative Change Part 1’, the first of five articles by 

Peter Scott, written in conjunction with various colleagues at Australian Archives (the 

Commonwealth Archives Office having changed its name in 1974) , appeared. These articles, 

published over the next three years, elaborated the theory and substantiated the claims of Scott’s 

1966 American Archivist article. They comprised the major statement of the Commonwealth 

Records Series (CRS) system for the wider professional public and this time were not met with 

spirited responses from records group practitioners.
16

   

 Baiba Irving (Berzins) became Editor in 1979. She considered that her predecessor had left a 

journal that was expressing an independent voice, appropriate for a new society shaping its own 

future. Her predecessor had left little copy, however, so Baiba used a mix of strategies to attract 

copy, including commissioning articles by approaching friends, former students and colleagues 

from other disciplines to contribute. She viewed the American Archivist as an inspiration for 

Archives and Manuscripts,  not out of any need to imitate, but rather because she liked its 

liveliness.
17

  Baiba herself had a strong international orientation and noted a paradox: ‘The who, 

how and why of archive-keeping … attracts little interest in Australia, although internationally, 

the reputation of some of our institutions and practitioners is high.’
18

 The contemporary 

experience in Canada was somewhat similar. Gordon Dodds, a former Editor of Archivaria, 

wrote that Canadian archivists were reluctant authors, that editors had to work hard to shape the 

journal and that articles that asked the ‘why’ questions were unusual.
19
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 Archives and Manuscripts aspired to encourage debate and not to remain entirely on safe 

ground. Don Brech, Editor in 1982, expressed the hope that:  

The articles and reviews touch on issues of public and professional concern, on archival 

development, opportunities and dangers. If they provoke thought and discussion, particularly 

among those with influence in the professional and public corridors of power, this journal 

will have achieved its purpose.
20

 

 In 1982, the call for nominations for Editor acknowledged the reach of Archives and 

Manuscripts and the Bulletin, describing them as ‘… the means by which the Society is known 

outside the ranks of its members, both in Australia and overseas, and are a vital means of 

disseminating information and communicating within the profession.’ Nancy Lutton was Editor 

from 1983 to 1987 and identified the following types of material as suitable for publication:  

Papers given at seminars and similar meetings are often a rich source, but accounts of the 

operations of our great variety of institutions are especially welcome. Others may wish to 

discuss archival principles, or education, or highlight the problems associated with particular 

materials.
21

  

Nancy introduced International Notes as a section in 1985, and fittingly the first issue contained 

a report of the seminar for the Pacific Regional Branch of the International Council on Archives 

(PARBICA). Nancy’s editorials were generally brief, but the ASA records show how she 

managed the journal and corresponded with section editors from Perth, supporting and mentoring 

them.
22

  

 The thirtieth anniversary of Archives and Manuscripts and the tenth of the ASA were 

celebrated in 1985. In their reminiscences on the occasion, several past editors decried the 
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difficulty of getting copy and of managing the physical production and distribution of the 

journal. However, they also warmly recalled the rewards of working with colleagues and of the 

journal’s contribution to the Australian archival endeavour in general. Andrew Lemon described 

Archives and Manuscripts as the ASA’s ‘most tangible success’.
23

 

 In mid 1987, the ASA published Keeping Archives, the result of a longstanding volunteer 

project by a group of Sydney-based archivists led by Ann Pederson. While this volume could no 

more claim to be a representative voice of Australian archival practice than Archives and 

Manuscripts, it raised the profile of the Australian profession internationally and sustained the 

ASA’s finances. Henceforth, Australian archival practice and Australian archivists would be 

recognised in the professional literature through more than one title.  

 Averil Condren, Editor 1987–1989, brought knowledge of publishing professional journals in 

other disciplines to the role. She created the first Editorial Board, deliberately named to align 

with international practice, whose main function she envisaged as ‘being the Editor’s safety net 

cum quality control inspectors’. She considered that one solution to the problem of the dearth of 

contributions was to look overseas because there were more archivists there than in Australia 

(she also encouraged contributions via her editorials and by identifying possible themes and 

topics for future issues). Averil suggested that Archives and Manuscripts should seek 

international members for its Editorial Board, although this was not taken up.
24

 She introduced 

‘In the Agora’, a new section designed for short contentious pieces. Not many members took 

advantage of this platform and it generally served as a place for self-contained essays that were 

not taken up in subsequent issues. 
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 By 1990, Archives and Manuscripts had begun to see the return of contributions by 

Australian Archives staff.
25

 Clive Smith as Editor remarked that disposal was now receiving due 

if belated attention.
26

 Reviews were increasing in number and the material reviewed was being 

drawn from a broadening pool of publications, both local and international. However, most 

articles were still likely to report innovations in practice, to describe holdings in a particular 

archive or to discuss professional issues of the moment. Theory and principle were less 

frequently addressed, as Colin Smith had noted in his 1989 comparison of Archives and 

Manuscripts and Archivaria. Colin felt that Australians were ‘apparently uninterested in the big 

picture.’
27

 Things would change in the next decade.  

 

 

 [insert Table 1 here] 

 

The 1990s, the stellar decade 

By 1991, a bright future for Archives and Manuscripts as the vehicle for reporting Australian 

developments and the engagement of Australian archivists and archival theorists with their 

international colleagues in the electronic records field seemed likely. The Keeping Data seminar 

in October 1990, sponsored by the ASA and the Australian Council of Archives, was an 

important catalyst for developments in electronic records thinking and writing in Australia. 

Glenda Acland’s paper from that event ‘Archivist – keeper, undertaker or auditor’ appeared in 

Archives and Manuscripts in May 1991. This and her subsequent ‘Managing the record, not the 

relic’ (May 1992) were early forceful statements of the need for archivists to reinvent themselves 
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for the electronic world. Eric Ketelaar has noted that these articles became classics 

immediately.
28

 The work of archivists who had become academics Sue McKemmish, Frank 

Upward and Livia Iacovino at Monash University began to appear in Archives and Manuscripts. 

 The early 1990s was a particularly fertile time for archival publishing in Australia. As well as 

Archives and Manuscripts, there were other significant publications, some involving the ASA 

and some not.  In 1993, the second edition of Keeping Archives (edited by Judith Ellis) was 

published and in 1994 The records continuum: Ian Maclean and Australian Archives first fifty 

years, edited by Sue McKemmish and Michael Piggott. In 1995, the Australian Capital Territory 

Branch of the ASA published Debates & discourses: Selected Australian writings on archival 

theory 1951–1990. This volume reprinted some articles that had originally been published in 

Archives and Manuscripts, including some of the responses to Scott on the record group and the 

Powell–Hurley debate on personal papers.
29

 Other contributions had originally been published 

elsewhere, an indication that Archives and Manuscripts had never been the only destination for 

Australian archival writing.  

 Another form of international communication, visits to Australia by significant international 

practitioners and theorists, became frequent during the 1990s and international contributions to 

the journal increased markedly in the second half of the decade (see Table 2). David Bearman 

and Terry Cook were explicit about the impact of their Australian sojourns on their work. Terry 

Cook’s internationally acclaimed ‘Electronic records, paper minds’ appeared in Archives and 

Manuscripts in November 1994. Eric Ketelaar began his long interaction with the Australian 

profession at the ASA conference in 1992. ‘The right to know and the right to forget? Personal 

information in public archives’, his first contribution to Archives and Manuscripts appeared in 
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May 1995. Education was a focus in this period and the word ‘recordkeeping’ appeared more 

frequently.  

 Michael Piggott as Editor marked forty years by noting that Archives and Manuscripts was 

not the whole story of the ASA. Much that was important happened elsewhere, in seminars, 

branch meetings and on listservs. Despite sharing the anxiety of previous editors about attracting 

‘material of high quality, originality and relevance to our diverse readership’, he considered that 

the November 1995 issue which included ‘electronic records, principles, debates linked to 

descriptive standards, records continuum perspectives, education, technology and accessibility, 

the state of the ASA’ was a fair representation of the interests of the Australian profession at the 

time.
30

 During the 1990s, the reviews section (under Glenda Acland and then Adrian 

Cunningham) also blossomed: not only books, but reports, audio-visual resources, conferences 

and exhibitions were reviewed expanding the breadth and liveliness of Archives and 

Manuscripts.  

 As the decade progressed, a succession of theme issues appeared: beginning with Electronic 

Recordkeeping in May 1994 (edited by Glenda Acland), then Personal Recordkeeping in May 

1996 (edited by Adrian Cunningham) and Recordkeeping and the Law in November 1998 

(edited by Livia Iacovino). These issues highlighted important contemporary concerns, and 

demonstrated the high quality of contributions offered to the journal, as well as the scholarly 

stature of the guest editors. Frank Upward’s pioneering work ‘Structuring the records 

continuum’ appeared in the November 1996 and May 1997 issues. Barbara Reed raised the 

question ‘Metadata: core record or core business?’ in November 1997. Articles from leading 

international practitioners and academics now appeared every year. Sue McKemmish described 
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Archives and Manuscripts as an academic journal and first raised the issue of electronic 

publication in her editorial of May 1997. Looking back there are some important developments 

in the 1990s that did not receive attention in Archives and Manuscripts at the time, notably the 

work that eventuated in the Australian Standard on Records Management, AS4390, and the 

development of the first set of national competency standards for records and archives in 

Australia. And while appraisal was a fairly frequent subject for writers, the Heiner affair 

generally took a minor role rather than being centre stage.
31

  

 In 1996 the ASA instituted the Mander Jones awards for publications on archives. The 

breadth of the winners over the years affirms the strength and diversity of ‘archival publishing’ 

in Australia and the ASA’s role in supporting and encouraging individuals and institutions alike 

to seek recognition for professional activities that have resulted in publication.
32

 

 

Creating and documenting controversies 

‘Editors inevitably aim to produce journals which reflect the diverse range of members' interests, 

to inform, to challenge and find room for heresy’, or so Michael Piggott told his American 

audience.
33

  Bob Sharman recalled that among his stratagems to attract contributions for the 

journal, he resorted to writing the ‘controversial material’ himself.
34

 There were instances where 

this was not required. Australian reactions to Peter Scott’s groundbreaking 1966 American 

Archivist piece on the limitations of the record group concept were presented through the pages 

of Archives and Manuscripts. There were some strong defenders of the record group, who made 

clear that the ideas and practices associated with the CRS system were as yet neither well-known 

nor implemented outside the Commonwealth Archives Office.
35
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 In 1976, Andrew Lemon received a significant unsolicited contribution on personal papers 

from Graeme Powell, ‘Archival principles and the treatment of personal papers’. The author 

explored the difficulties of applying the archival principle of original order when working with 

personal papers in a manuscript library context. A strong rejoinder from Chris Hurley, ‘Personal 

papers and the treatment of archival principles’ followed in the next issue. This exchange 

became known as the ‘Powell-Hurley debate’ and clearly demonstrated the divergence in theory 

and practice between the Manuscript Branch of the National Library of Australia (Powell) and 

Australian Archives (Hurley).
36

  

 In 1995, Michael Piggott considered that in its forty years, Archives and Manuscripts 

had ‘been better at reflecting the status quo than deepening an understanding of our knowledge 

base or at critically analysing institutional policies and practices.’ There had been no analysis of 

the closure or downgrading of government and bank archives, nor of a recent high-level 

government recordkeeping scandal, the ‘white board affair’.
 37

  ‘In the Agora’ alerted readers to 

the crisis created by the removal of Chris Hurley from the position of Keeper of the Public 

Record Office in Victoria in 1990,
38

 but there was no discussion of the background to this event 

or its implications.  

 By the early 2000s, Archives and Manuscripts had reached the stage of maturity where 

controversies centred on its own pages could emerge. The May 2001 issue carried Verne Harris’ 

response to Sue McKemmish’s 1996 ‘Evidence of me’ and Frank Upward and Sue 

McKemmish’s counter-response to Harris. This exchange traversed the territory of post-

modernism, personal recordkeeping and the evidence versus memory debate.  Likewise, the 

provocative piece by Paul Macpherson on providing public access in May 2002 spurred a 
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spirited response from records continuum advocates, including Barbara Reed, Sue McKemmish, 

Eric Ketelaar and Michael Piggott. With others, they contributed to a theme issue on Collective 

Memory that explored the fourth (pluralising) dimension of the records continuum.
39

 

Macpherson also attracted a response from American appraisal archivist Matthew Eidson, who 

argued for a more inclusive approach to the relationship between access and appraisal for both 

life cycle and continuum practitioners.
40

 

 In 2010, Macpherson’s next polemic was on the issue of the conflict between providing 

online and onsite access to archives, where he argued that the old paradigm of  providing onsite 

services continued to prevail, eclipsing the needs of online researchers, specifically at National 

Archives of Australia (NAA). Paul Dalgleish of NAA responded in May 2011 with an argument 

that complexities in the records and in human behaviour required a more nuanced approach to 

online access.
41

  

 For all its international prominence, the Heiner affair has not figured strongly in Archives 

and Manuscripts. The May 2011 issue included Randall Jimerson’s piece ‘Ripples across the 

pond: global implications of the Heiner affair’ and Sebastian Gurciullo’s interview with Kevin 

Lindeberg which redressed the balance here. Perhaps it is sometimes easier to write about 

controversies in international journals than at home. As a journal with no direct government 

support operating in a landscape dominated by the large government archives, Archives and 

Manuscripts has reasons to be circumspect. Yet one controversy involving conflict between one 

institution and its parent was thoroughly documented in Ray Edmondson’s series of articles on 

the crisis at the National Film and Sound Archive and its eventual fortunate outcome.
42
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Meaningful trends? 

From 1976 Archives and Manuscripts continued to present reports from practitioners and 

developments in an emerging profession. In fact, until the 1990s, the tone of Archives and 

Manuscripts continued to be practical and on reporting experience, rather than writing on theory, 

a parallel to the experience of the American Archivist in its formative period as characterised by 

Richard Cox.
43

 Archives and Manuscripts was an omnibus rather than a narrowly specialised 

journal. While international submissions were published more regularly than in the early years, 

there was no inexorable trend towards more content from international authors, even allowing for 

a generous definition of ‘international’, as Table 2  illustrates. This does not mean that articles 

were largely introspective or written with or for an Australian sensibility only. Perhaps one 

enduring characteristic of the Australian profession is that it has tended to look outwards and to 

be concerned to avoid a limited national focus.    

[Insert Table 2 here] 

 

 Archives and Manuscripts has documented, if imperfectly, the preoccupations of Australian 

archivists over time. The concerns of the ASA’s Special Interest Groups – Collecting Archives; 

Local Government; School; University; Business, Labour and Corporate; Religious Collections;  

Reference, Access and Public Programs; Indigenous Issues and Electronic Records – have all 

been represented over the years, if inconsistently and sparingly in some cases. Likewise, key 

professional concerns including education and archives (and related) legislation have attracted 

sporadic rather than consistent interest. 
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 It is clear that the journal has archives, not manuscripts at its heart. This may reflect growth 

in number and influence of archives as institutions and the relatively static position of manuscript 

libraries in Australia over time. The issue of the relationship between archives and manuscripts 

was considered by Peter Crush in his 1989 ASA presidential conference address, where he 

described the separate paths taken by archivists and those responsible for historical manuscripts 

in Australia and other countries. He hoped that there was a continuing place for archives in 

libraries but also that librarians would understand that archives were different and required 

different methods.
44

 Another explanation for the change over time is the dominance that the 

innovations of the series system and continuum thinking have had on archival practice in 

Australia: there is no equivalent manuscript tradition.
45

 However, personal recordkeeping and the 

personal in the record have not been neglected, in fact they may be considered as a particular 

strength of Archives and Manuscripts. Apart from the May 1996 special issue, there have been 

contributions from Chris Hurley, Eric Ketelaar, Michael Piggott and more recently Anne Marie 

Condé on personal recordkeeping.
46

 This concentration transcends the old archives vs 

manuscripts cleavage, encompassing both government and private spheres, both physical and 

digital records.  

 From the editors’ perspective, there was one ‘trend’, the uncertainty of receiving enough 

copy they wished to see published, as Michael Piggott noted in his ‘40th anniversary’ editorial, 

‘As earlier editors will confirm, it is a constant challenge to gather material of high quality, 

originality and relevance to our diverse readership, and in sufficient quantity to allow the luxury 

of selection.’
47

 

2000 and beyond 
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The new millennium did not signal a change of direction. New Editor Maggie Shapley reported 

on a 1998 survey of members concerning the journal. She noted that survey respondents had 

been clear that the purpose of Archives and Manuscripts was ‘to educate and inform’ rather than 

to encourage Australian archivists to publish or to be a forum for scholarly communication. She 

also recorded that readers wanted both Australian and overseas content and that there was 

overwhelming agreement that the whole recordkeeping continuum should be covered. 

Suggestions about new content favoured case studies, best practice and material relevant to small 

archives, as well as more student papers.
48

  

 Maggie introduced new rules for refereeing articles and saw through the process to appoint a 

new Editorial Board. Both these steps were necessary for the journal to meet the requirements for 

inclusion on the Australian Department of Education, Science and Training’s Register of 

Refereed Journals.
49

 The significance of these actions was to ensure that academic contributors, 

Australian and international alike, would continue to view Archives and Manuscripts as a 

suitable place to publish their research. Local practitioners continued to contribute, but there 

were an increasing number of articles from international academics and students who had either 

not been to Australia or did not have any connection to the Australian profession. 

 In 2005 Archives and Manuscripts proudly celebrated fifty years. There was a new cover 

design and the editorial was a joint effort between Katherine Gallen representing a new 

generation of archivists and Bob Sharman who retold the early history of the journal in the 

context of the struggle of the emergence of the Australian archives profession.
50

 This was 

followed by an assessment of the journal by Eric Ketelaar who reported that more than 150 

individuals and institutions outside Australia received the journal as members or subscribers. He 
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went on to discuss the importance of Archives and Manuscripts as a meeting place for the 

writing of highly regarded international and Australian archivists. He used examples from course 

reading lists in North America and Europe to underline the international influence of Australian  

writing, showing that articles from Archives and Manuscripts were read and cited frequently 

abroad. Ketelaar supported early editors Gibbney and Sharman in their contention that the 

measure of Archives and Manuscripts’ prestige in the wider archival world was found not only in 

its own pages, but also in the contributions of its authors to other journals.
51

  

 In 2007, the advertisement for a new Editor for Archives and Manuscripts stated that ‘[i]t is 

recognised by its worldwide audience as one of the leading professional journals for archivists 

and other recordkeeping and information professionals.’
52

 To have reached this point was an 

achievement for a journal that had been produced over the decades by volunteer labour and had 

been almost entirely sustained by membership dues and institutional subscriptions.
53

 

 Recent years have seen the journal continue its history of publishing articles on diverse 

subjects, including information policy, education, metadata, recordkeeping and identity and 

appraisal. Monash University researchers, increasingly in collaboration with international 

colleagues, have published several articles on their work on Indigenous recordkeeping, providing 

readers with a twenty-first century agenda for addressing a range of issues relating to Indigenous 

knowledge. These articles have reported major research projects but have also challenged readers 

to adopt a more inclusive societal perspective on their work as recordkeepers, one which extends 

to acknowledging and acting on their knowledge of the power of records as sources documenting 

human rights.
54
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 In July 2009 a review group considered the future of Archives and Manuscripts and reported 

to the ASA Council. Among its main recommendations were to retain the journal’s title while 

seeking an appropriate sub-title to link it to its Australasian location and to proceed with 

exploring options for electronic publication. There was also a commitment to continuing diverse 

content for a broad readership and the aspiration that the journal would be recognised on the 

international stage as comparable to the American Archivist and Archivaria. It was also decided 

to seek international members for the Editorial Board.
55

 A ‘Reflections’ section has since been  

introduced, to extend the range of content and to provide a place for more contentious comment, 

an updated equivalent of ‘In the Agora’. 

Conclusion 

Archives and Manuscripts has developed from a modest typescript in the mid twentieth century 

to an internationally respected online journal in the early twenty-first century. Many editors and 

section editors and many more authors of articles, reviews and news items have contributed to 

the many thousands of words that have delighted, stimulated, enlightened, irritated and bemused 

its readers over time. The ASA and its predecessor the Archives Section of the Library 

Association of Australia have been proud parents of a lively child which has helped carve out 

and then enhance their international reputations. But the path to international fame has not 

always been smooth, given the constant anxieties of editors (now permanently lessened?) about 

how to attract submissions that are relevant and of sufficient quality to publish. The title of the 

journal has not reflected the balance of its content since early days: it has been an archives 

journal, not a manuscripts one. Today the journal looks forward at a time when traditional 

practices and mindsets are under challenge; the digital future for some looks clear and for others 
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seems uncertain. Australian archivists and their international colleagues have in Archives and 

Manuscripts a rich resource of past professional endeavour and a strong vehicle for future 

discussion and reflection: it is up to them to continue to nurture a valued publishing institution.   
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